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We report the experimental observation of tunneling of slow and fast electromagnetic modes in
coupled periodic waveguides shifted longitudinally by half of modulation period. According to the
symmetry analysis, such a coupler supports two electromagnetic modes with exactly matched slow
or fast group velocities but different phase velocities for frequencies close to the edge of the
photonic band. We confirm the predicted properties of the modes by directly extracting their
dispersion and group velocities from the near-field measurements using specialized Bloch-wave
spectral analysis method. © 2011 American Institute of Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3553785�

The physics and applications of slow electromagnetic
modes are attracting increasing attention in recent years, in-
cluding advances in slow-light manipulation.1 One potential
application of velocity control in optical spectral range is for
delay lines, enabling all-optical pulse multiplexing and syn-
chronization in communication networks. Another remark-
able advantage of the slow-light regime is related to the en-
hancement of light-matter interactions, where very small
changes of medium characteristics can significantly affect
the light propagation. Enhanced interactions between mul-
tiple optical waves may be realized if their velocities are
reduced simultaneously, including all-optical switching of
slow light in the form of gap solitons.2

In this letter, we demonstrate experimentally simulta-
neous realization of slow group velocities in the same fre-
quency region for the electromagnetic supermodes of two
side-coupled periodic waveguides, when the waveguides are
shifted longitudinally by half of the modulation period in
agreement with our theoretical predictions.3 Such structures
can be used to perform spatial switching of slow electromag-
netic waves through the beating of modes, which is regis-
tered in experiment as tunneling between the coupled
waveguides. Moreover, we show that the tunneling also per-
sists in the regime of fast group velocities.

For our experimental studies, we use arrays of dielectric
rods,3,4 and design the periodic waveguides to realize the
slow group velocities at microwave frequencies. This enables
us to perform faster structure prototyping and obtain detailed
measurements including near-field profiles which is impor-
tant for the exploration of fundamental effects. Indeed, pre-
vious experiments performed at microwave frequencies5–7

have facilitated the investigation of tunneling of electromag-
netic modes between waveguides and cavities before the
realization of these effects in optics. The effect of tunneling
at slow group velocities demonstrated in this work would
also occur in various types of side-coupled periodic
waveguides operating at optical wavelengths including
Bragg gratings,2,8–10 photonic crystals,11,12 and coupled-rod

waveguides,13–16 since the effect of longitudinal shift on dis-
persion of slow modes is generic according to the symmetry
and perturbation theory analysis.3,12

We fabricate periodic waveguides using dielectric pillars
made from alumina with a height of 1 cm, a diameter of
4.18 mm, and a refractive index of 2.5. The rods are inserted
in holes drilled in a polystyrene foam, which acts as practi-
cally transparent substrate material at microwave frequencies
around 10 GHz where its refractive index value is n�1.01.
The polystyrene frame is drilled using a computer-controlled
3-D milling machine �Roland DG MDX-40� to produce
precise periodicity and longitudinal shift between the
waveguides. The individual waveguides consist of 20 pillars
with a period of d=14 mm, and their transverse separation is
14 mm. We fabricate two types of coupled waveguide con-
figurations: symmetric, when there is no longitudinal shift
between the waveguides �Fig. 1, top�, and antisymmetric,
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Top: sketch of symmetric coupler; dots indicate rods,
cross indicates source antenna. �a� Experimentally extracted dispersion of
two fundamental modes �1: solid, 2: dashed lines� and 2D MPB numerical
simulations with effective refractive index n=2.38 �dotted lines�. �b� Mis-
match between the extracted modes and the symmetric and antisymmetric
parts of the measured field. �c� Group velocity and �d� coupling length
calculated with MPB.
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when the longitudinal shift is equal to half of the modulation
period �Fig. 2, top�.

The structure characterization is performed using a setup
which has been previously developed to study various pho-
tonic crystal designs with microwaves, see Fig. 2 in Ref. 17.
The fabricated waveguides are sandwiched between two par-
allel metal plates separated by approximately 11 mm. Also
placed between the plates is the carbon impregnated
foam—a sawtooth-shaped absorber that suppresses reflec-
tions from the edge of the metal plates. The 20 GHz vector
network analyzer �VNA� �Rohde and Schwarz ZBV20� is
used to measure the amplitude and phase of the field, with
the monopole antennas connected to the VNA providing tun-
able cw source and detector. At the operating frequency
range, only vertically polarized TEM mode is supported. The
detecting antenna is attached to the upper metal plate that
was fixed in place, while the source antenna is attached to the
base plate �and the waveguide� that is mounted on the trans-
lation stage. In this way, near-field data of the electric field
can be collected over the whole waveguide area from above
�we use 1 mm resolution for our experiment�.

We process the near-field data E�x ,z� measured at a set
of different frequencies to extract the dispersion of modes of
the coupled periodic waveguides. Due to periodicity, the
mode profiles satisfy the Floquet–Bloch symmetry condition,
and we can apply specially developed high-resolution spec-
tral analysis method by performing least squares optimiza-
tion accounting for the symmetry constraints.18 In perform-
ing the spectral analysis, we additionally employ the
symmetry properties. In particular, for a symmetric coupler
the modes have either odd or even symmetry and we separate
their profiles as Eeven�x ,z�=E�x ,z�+E�−x ,z� and Eodd�x ,z�
=E�x ,z�−E�−x ,z�. For the antisymmetric coupler, however,
the modes are neither even nor odd,11 and must be extracted
simultaneously. We exploit a symmetry of the structure with
respect to a “glide plane” transformation which combines
translation and reflection �x ,z�→ �−x ,z+d /2� to apply the
general extraction procedure.18

We are then able to extract dispersion curves of fre-
quency versus wavenumber directly from the experimental
data, and the results for the two fundamental supermodes of
the symmetric and antisymmetric coupled waveguides are

presented in Figs. 1�a� and 2�a�, respectively. Most impor-
tantly, we determine both the real and imaginary �for evanes-
cent waves� parts, enabling full characterization of both the
propagating and evanescent modes. We check that the extrac-
tion accuracy is good, as indicated by the low mismatch
plotted in Figs. 1�b� and 2�b�. The irregular behavior of mode
1 dispersion for a symmetric coupler around 9.1 GHz is due
to a resonant enhancement of mode 2 amplitude at slow
group velocity, such that extraction for much weaker mode 1
becomes less accurate. The mismatch starts to increase as the
frequency is tuned further into the bandgap �higher frequen-
cies�, as the evanescent mode intensities decay quickly inside
the structure and noise due to nonguided waves which are
radiated sideways starts to affect more strongly the extraction
results.

We also calculate numerically the modal dispersion of an
equivalent two-dimensional �2D� photonic structure with an
effective refractive index, using the freely available MPB

software package,19 which provides dispersion for propagat-
ing modes with real-valued wavenumbers. The real parts of
the dispersion curves extracted from experiment agree well
with the calculations shown as the dotted curves in Figs. 1�a�
and 2�a�. Additionally, the growth of imaginary parts indicat-
ing the formation of evanescent modes coincides well with
the mode cut-off and bandgap frequencies. We use the cal-
culated dispersion dependencies to determine the group ve-
locities of the guided modes. We observe that for a symmet-
ric coupler �Fig. 1�, the slow-velocity regime is achieved at
different frequencies. On the contrary, the group velocities of
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FIG. 3. �Color online� ��a�–�d�� Experimental intensity �top subplots� and
phase �bottom subplots� profiles of near-field electric field measurements for
the symmetric coupler at frequencies of �a� 7.5, �b� 8.38, �c� 9.11, and �d�
9.16 GHz. The corresponding group velocities of propagating modes ac-
cording to Fig. 1�c� are �a� c /1.5 �mode 1� and c /1.2 �mode 2�, �b� c /9
�mode 1� and c /1.6 �mode 2�, and �c� c /29 �mode 2�.
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Results for the antisymmetric coupler. Notations are
the same as in Fig. 1, except that effective refractive index in simulations is
n=2.32 and �b� shows a mismatch between extracted modes superposition
and the measured field.
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two modes are exactly matched for the antisymmetric cou-
pler �Fig. 2�c��. These results agree with the theoretical per-
turbation theory analysis.3 We also perform finite-difference
time-domain �FDTD� simulations, which confirm the same
features of pulse propagation dynamics as reported in Ref. 3.

We also observe a clear difference between the symmet-
ric and antisymmetric couplers by directly analyzing the
electric field profiles, see Figs. 3 and 4. When the frequency
is tuned far from the band-edge, the symmetric and antisym-
metric waveguides show similar characteristics, as the wave
propagates along a sinusoidal trajectory at group velocities
compared to speed of light in vacuum. Mathematically, such
periodic tunneling between the waveguides arises due to the
beating of the two supermodes. The beating period, or the
coupling length, can be determined as a propagation distance
where the relative phase between the modes changes by �,
and we plot the corresponding dependencies of the coupling
length on frequency in Figs. 1�d� and 2�d�, respectively.

When the frequency is tuned close to the cut-off of mode
1 in the symmetric waveguide at f =8.38 GHz, the mode 1
slows down significantly while the group velocity of mode 2
is still large. Spatial mode beating is still observed; however,
the two modes have significantly different group velocities,
which would lead to pulse break-up according to FDTD
simulations.3 As the frequency is further increased, the mode
2 approaches slow-velocity regime near the band-edge �f
=9.11 GHz�; however, the spatial switching disappears
since mode 1 is evanescent and cannot propagate through the
structure.

In the antisymmetric coupler, however, we observe that
the periodic tunneling is maintained as the frequency is tuned
toward the band-edge, and it occurs for slow modes near the
band-edge �f =8.885 GHz� where Vg1�Vg2�c /15. Addi-
tionally, we note that the coupling length changes weakly as
the group velocity value changes by orders of magnitude
close to the band-edge, cf. Figs. 1�c� and 1�d�, and this would
enable complete tunneling of slow pulses between the
waveguides as shown in FDTD modeling.3 We observe that
the tunneling between the waveguides is maintained even as
the frequency is tuned inside the bandgap at f =8.9 GHz.
This happens because the frequency is close to the bandgap
edge and the evanescent decay length is longer than the
mode beating length. It is interesting to note that for evanes-
cent modes the group velocity can become formally infinite,
corresponding to propagation faster than the speed of light.20

In conclusion, we have studied experimentally the tun-
neling of slow and fast electromagnetic modes in coupled
periodic waveguides. Using the near-field measurements of
field profiles and characterizing dispersion dependencies, we
have observed a key difference between symmetric and an-
tisymmetric periodic structures. We have demonstrated that
only in the latter case, when two modes which group veloci-
ties are matched, tunneling of slow and fast modes between
the periodic waveguides becomes possible. We anticipate
that future studies may demonstrate flexible spatiotemporal
manipulation of light by operating the coupled waveguides
in tunable and nonlinear regimes at optical wavelengths.

This work was supported by the Australian Research
Council.
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FIG. 4. �Color online� ��a�–�d�� Experimental intensity �top subplots� and
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